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- lead back credits -

BRITISH STEEL

Released in March 1980, "BRITISH STEEL" features
Glenn on "METAL GODS", "GRINDER" and "LIVING
AFTER
MIDNIGHT" while K.K. steps forth in "THE RAGE" and
the middle of "STEELER" (the order of the ending
licks on this track is K.K., Glenn, K.K., Glenn).
K.K. provides the first and third sections of the
solo in "RAPID FIRE" as well as the second lead in
"YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE OLD TO BE WISE".

POINT OF ENTRY

1981's Judas Priest album contained a harmony solo
on "HEADING OUT TO THE HIGHWAY" and trade offs in
other cuts. Downing starts out "HOT ROCKING",
with Tipton following, this order is reversed on
"TROUBLE SHOOTER". Both solo in "DESERT PLAINS"
the order being K.K., Glenn, K.K., Glenn. Tipton
adds the solos to "ON THE RUN", "SOLAR ANGELS",
"TURNING CIRCLES" and "ALL THE WAY" while Downing
takes off in "DON"T GO".

SCREAMING FOR VENGEANCE

The solo order in "BLOODSTONE" - Glenn followed by
K.K. - is reversed on "CHAINS". The leads in
"RIDING ON THE WIND" go from K.K. to Glenn and
then back to K.K. before Glenn gets the last word.
"PAIN & PLEASURE" begins with Tipton, goes to
Downing, returns to Tipton and concludes with
both. Downing starts out the lead break in the
title track, with Tipton following before they
conclude together. They similarly conclude
"FEVER" in unison after Tipton solos. Glenn is
further showcasted in "ELECTRIC EYE" and "YOU'VE
GOT ANOTHER THING COMING" while K.K. adds the last
solo on the LP to "DEVIL'S CHILD"
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